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Abstract
Experiments reveal a wide discrepancy between the permeability of porous media containing colloid deposits and the 
available predictive equations. Evidence suggests that this discrepancy results, in part, from the predictive equations 
failing to account for colloid deposit morphology. This article reports a series of experiments using static light scattering 
(SLS) to characterize colloid deposit morphology within refractive index matched (RIM) porous media during flow 
through a column. Real time measurements of permeability, specific deposit, deposit fractal dimension, and deposit 
radius of gyration, at different vertical positions, were conducted with initially clean porous media at various ionic 
strengths and fluid velocities. Decreased permeability (i.e., increased clogging) corresponded with higher specific 
deposit, lower fractal dimension, and smaller radius of gyration. During deposition, fractal dimension, radius of gyration, 
and permeability decreased with increasing specific deposit. During flushing with colloid-free fluid, these trends 
reversed, with increased fractal dimension, radius of gyration, and permeability. These observations suggest a deposition
scenario in which large and uniform aggregates become deposits, which reduce porosity, lead to higher fluid shear 
forces, which then decompose the deposits, filling the pore space with small and dendritic fragments of aggregate.
Introduction
The equation created by Josef Kozeny(1) and modified by Philip Carman(2) is the most common approach for estimating the 
permeability of porous media. In its simplest form, the Kozeny-Carman equation expresses permeability, k, as a function of 
porosity, n, and median grain size, d50:
(1)
Equation   1 works well for single phase flow in approximately monodisperse porous media, in which the empirical factor is 180 
as shown above.(3) However, in applications where the pore space geometry is complicated by colloid deposition, mineral 
precipitation, or biofilm growth, the Kozeny-Carman equation overestimates permeability by multiple orders of magnitude.
(4) It has been known for some time that the introduction or mobilization of fine particles in soils with diameters between 10–
9 and 10–5 m (i.e., colloidal particles) can cause large reductions in soil permeability.(5) However, the relationships between the 
colloidal properties of soil fines, the mechanism of permeability change, and soil function are still being investigated.(4, 6-
11) In particular, numerous studies have demonstrated that knowing the volume of deposited colloids per volume of porous 
media (i.e., specific deposit) does not allow prediction of permeability, because even when the specific deposit is held 
constant, permeability can vary by orders of magnitude.(12-15) These studies suggest that deposit morphology, defined as the 
geometric arrangement of colloids within the pore space, has important effects on permeability.
Deposit morphology can be quantified using two standard metrics in colloid science, fractal dimension and radius of gyration 
(Figure   1). The fractal dimension is a measure of geometric complexity as a function of scale:(16-18)
(2)
where N is the number of colloids per deposit, Rg is the radius of gyration, r is the colloid diameter, β is a proportionality 
constant, and D is the fractal dimension. When D = 1, the number of colloids N is proportional to size expressed as a 
dimensionless radius Rg/r; when D = 2, N is proportional to size squared; when D = 3, N is proportional to size cubed. These 
number-size relationships, or equivalently mass-length relationships, correspond to 1-, 2-, and 3-dimensional objects, 
respectively. The fractal dimension D generalizes these scaling relationships to noninteger values, which has allowed the 
description of numerous natural observations in a mathematical framework.(16) In principle, fractals have no characteristic 
length scale. However, for colloid aggregates, a lower size limit is imposed by the diameter of the primary colloids, and an 
upper size limit is imposed by the overall size of the deposit, so accordingly one can define a characteristic size, which is taken 
to be the radius of gyration. The radius of gyration is the root mean squared distance of aggregate elements from the 
aggregate center of mass. That is, if the colloids shown in any panel of Figure   1 were rearranged into a hollow spherical shell 
with identical moment of inertia, the radius of gyration would be the radius of the hollow spherical shell. Accordingly, radius of
gyration is a convenient metric to describe the characteristic size of irregularly shaped colloid deposits.
Figure 1. Conceptual illustrations of colloid deposit morphology using measured Dand Rg for the middle region of experiment 7. (a) 
early deposition phase with D = 2.3, Rg = 1034 nm, and Pore Volumes Eluted (PV) = 113; (b) late deposition phase with D = 2.0, Rg = 
771 nm, PV = 229; (c) no-flow phase with D = 1.7, Rg = 673 nm, PV = 274; and (d) flushing phase with D = 2.0, Rg = 840 nm, PV = 
844. Illustrations generated with DLA Version 1.13.02.(46)
Over the last 10–20 years, the morphology of colloid aggregates or deposits has been shown to play important roles in colloid 
transport, nanoparticle reactivity, and particle removal by settling and filtration.(19) Extensive research has been (and 
continues to be) devoted to colloid transport in porous media,(20-23) including several recent studies that have sought to 
correlate colloid transport with aggregate morphology measured by static light scattering (SLS) for suspended colloid 
aggregates. For example, Lin and Wiesner(24) investigated the affinity between nanoparticles and flat surfaces, concluding that
the size of the individual colloids control the attachment efficiency, rather than the size of the aggregate. Chowdhury et al.
(25) quantified aggregate morphology of titanium dioxide nanoparticles using fractal dimension and hydrodynamic radius, 
which is analogous to the radius of gyration, concluding that aggregate morphology controls environmental transport of 
nanoparticles. In particular, they observed that aggregates with smaller fractal dimensions are more susceptible to breakup 
during transport through porous media and therefore manifest increased mobility. Jassby et al.(26) also quantified aggregate 
morphology using fractal dimension and hydrodynamic radius, concluding that the aggregate morphology of titanium dioxide 
nanoparticles and zinc oxide nanoparticles determines not just their environmental transport, but also their reactivity. Legg et 
al.(27) investigated the effect of ionic strength on aggregate formation, finding that ferrihydrite nanoparticles in the absence of
salt formed low-density fractal aggregates with resilient structures that resisted collapse and exhibited little deposition in a 
sand filled column. Upon addition of sodium nitrate, aggregates would collapse into dense structures, exhibiting high rates of 
deposition. None of these studies were able to directly probe the morphology of the aggregates inside the porous medium.
In parallel, aggregate morphology has been shown to influence colloid removal by settling, and deposit morphology has been 
shown to influence permeability during colloid removal by filtration. Theoretical research linking aggregate morphology and 
settling velocity is ongoing,(28) and there are numerous examples in the literature. For example, simulations by Xu and 
Fan(29) indicate that colloid aggregates with lower fractal dimensions have faster settling velocity. Fellay et al.(30)noted that 
fluid flow influences aggregate morphology, and went on to highlight the feedback process whereby colloid aggregates 
influence flow in porous media. Other similar feedback processes have been identified, showing that flow in porous media 
both controls and depends on mineral precipitation,(31) growth of biomass,(32) and in situ bioremediation.(33) Indeed, this 
feedback between flow and deposition is at the heart of filtration dynamics, and was the subject of pioneering 
simulations(34) and experiments(15) in the 1990s. In particular, Veerapaneni and Wiesner(15) explored the hypothesis that 
colloid deposit morphology could be quantified as a fractal dimension, which they measured ex situ after resuspending frozen 
deposits extracted destructively. Furthermore, the link between deposit morphology and permeability is also relevant to 
membrane filtration, giving due attention to the qualitative differences between clogging in granular media filters and 
membrane filters.(9) For example, Wang et al.(35) used scanning electron microscopy to show that large aggregates with high 
fractal dimension had higher permeability. These results compliment the numerical simulations by Ghezzehei,(4) who found 
that deposit morphology was essential for predicting the permeability of porous media after mineral precipitation or biofilm 
growth.
Thus, there is growing indirect evidence implicating colloid deposit morphology as a key factor affecting permeability and 
indicating that that fractal dimension could be a suitable metric. Although fractal dimension is routinely measured for colloidal 
suspensions in bulk fluids,(17, 18, 36-38) no experimental technique has been available to measure colloid deposit 
morphology with voxel resolution of 50 nm or less within porous media in real time. Direct imaging methods currently lack the 
spatial resolution to determine deposit morphology of submicron colloids within a pore network.
We developed an approach using static light scattering (SLS) to characterize the fractal dimension of colloidal aggregates in 
refractive index matched (RIM) porous media.(39, 40) Here, our objectives are (1) to extend this approach to study real-time 
clogging processes, and (2) to summarize the results of a suite of experiments studying the flow and deposition of 106 nm 
diameter carboxylate-modified polystyrene microspheres in a saturated column containing Nafion grains. SLS was chosen over 
other imaging techniques, such as X-ray microtomography,(6, 7, 11)due in part to the small length scales it can characterize. 
The experimental conditions span a range of salt concentrations, flow rates and flow regimes. Although the colloidal particles 
and porous medium are not environmental materials, they enable new insights into deposition processes and permeability 
reduction that is relevant to a wide range of natural and engineered systems.
Materials and Methods
Using the apparatus described in Roth et al.,(40) the porous media used for experiments was 16–35 mesh granular Nafion 
(C.G. Processing, Rockland, DE), a fluorinated ionomer for which refractive index matching is possible with an azeotrope of 58%
deionized water and 42% isopropanol (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) by volume. Because Nafion swells when saturated, and 
the amount of swelling is a function of ionic strength, the porosity had to be measured for each salt concentration used. 
Porosity was measured by injecting vegetable oil into the top of the presaturated  flow column, which displaced the higher 
density isopropanol/water azeotrope downward. After preliminary confirmation that such displacement did not affect Nafion 
swelling, the porosity was calculated from the volume of vegetable oil required to displace the azeotrope from the pore space. 
The suspended colloids were carboxylate-modified polystyrene microspheres with diameter 106 nm (Seradyn, Indianapolis, 
IN), and refractive index 1.57, which remained stable in low ionic strength aqueous suspension. The suspension was mixed 
with a solution of magnesium chloride (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) resulting in an ionic strength that exceeded the critical 
coagulation concentration (CCC), the ionic strength at which stable colloids first begin to aggregate, immediately before entry 
into the vertical column packed with the porous medium (Figure   2). The CCC was between 1.0 mM and 1.1 mM MgCl2, 
corresponding to ionic strength between 3.0 mM and 3.3 mM, determined by aggregate settling within a 24 h time frame 
(Table S1).
Figure 2. Schematic of filter column.
As colloid deposition progressed within the porous media, static light scattering (SLS) scans were acquired at different vertical 
positions by adjusting the column using a vertical stage controlled by LabVIEW. At each position, the intensity of scattered laser
light was measured at 152 logarithmically spaced scattering angles from θ = 0.43° to 90°. Simultaneously, differential pressure 
measurements on variable reluctance transducers (Validyne, DP15, Northridge, CA) were taken across three distinct 
subsections of the column, from which permeability, k, was calculated from Darcy’s law, then normalized by the clean bed 
permeability, k0. Using the normalized permeability k/k0 allows comparison of results obtained from different column packings,
each of which will have a unique clean bed permeability, k0. Specific deposit, σ, defined as the volume of deposited colloids 
divided by the total filter volume, was calculated as σ = Cn/ρ, where C is the colloid concentration [mg/L] in the pore 
space, n is porosity and ρ is the colloid density [mg/L]. Colloid concentration, in turn, was determined from the scattering 
intensity at approximately θ = 90° and a calibration curve constructed from known concentrations. Additional details on the 
filtration experiments are provided in Roth.(41)
A series of nine experiments was performed to investigate how deposit morphology and permeability varied with salt 
concentration, representing chemical effects, and flow rate, representing physical effects (Table   1). Specific discharge for the 
experiments varied between 19 m/d and 163 m/d. By comparison, most rapid sand filtration systems operate between 59 m/d 
and 233 m/d.(42) Logarithmically spaced discharge targets of 1.5, 3, 6, and 12 cm3/min were established, but actual flow rates 
were confirmed by measuring volumes, which explains the slight deviation of the actual discharges from their targets. In order 
to observe variation with depth, measurements were taken in three vertically distinct regions of the column for each 
experiment (Figure   2). Measurements were taken during each of four different flow regimes: (1) early phase deposition in 
nearly clean porous media, (2) late-phase deposition in clogged porous media, (3) a no-flow phase with flow stopped, and 
finally (4) a flushing phase with a colloid-free solution eluted through the clogged sample. Flow rate and ionic strength were 
held constant for all four flow regimes in each experiment. The nine distinct experiments performed comprised 92 individual 
SLS scans. Of these, one experiment (9) was conducted with an ionic strength of 2.9 mM, just less than the CCC of 3.0–3.3 mM.
In this experiment, the head loss was not significantly higher than the clean bed head loss, and scattering did not have a signal-
to-noise ratio large enough to be detected. The apparent lack of aggregation and deposition in experiment 9 is consistent with 
the carboxylate-modified surfaces of the Seradyn microspheres used, because the carboxylate imposes a negative surface 
charge that causes good particle stability (i.e., repulsion). Accordingly, for this experiment, analysis of the SLS data revealed 
neither a fractal dimension nor a radius of gyration. Consequently, there will be no further discussion about the results from 
experiment 9.
Table 1. Overview of Clogging Experiments
Experiment porosity inlet colloid C
[mg/L]
MgCl2[
mM]
ionic
strength
[mM]
specific
discharge
q [m/d]
velocity v = 
q/n [m/d]
room
temperature
[°C]
1 0.26 33 16.3 49 19 74 21.0
2 0.26 64 16.2 49 36 138 21.1
3 0.26 131 16.0 48 76 292 21.4
4 0.26 130 16.0 48 149 574 20.9
5 0.26 130 8.0 24 153 588 23.4
6 0.22 132 4.0 12 151 692 22.4
7 0.11 131 2.0 6.0 134 1215 20.1
8 0.11 65 2.0 6.0 163 1468 23.1
9 0.05 133 0.98 2.9 150 3003 21.9
Optical oversaturation necessitated removal of low-angle data from most experiments, but this did not prevent collection of 
scattering data throughout all phases of each experiment, as shown in Tables S2–S3. A few experiments with high levels of 
colloid deposition lead to optical oversaturation, and these results were excluded from further analysis. This left 71 individual 
SLS scans, which were fitted to two scattering models (Figure   3) matching eq   2. The first model is a two-parameter model that 
fits a dimensionless scaling factor and the fractal dimension to the linear region of the plot of log(I) versus log(Q), where I is 
the normalized and background-subtracted intensity of scattered light and Q is the scattering wave vector.(43) The absolute 
value of the slope of this linear regression is equal to the fractal dimension, so the error of the fractal dimension was taken as 
the standard error of the slope. The second model is the three-parameter model of Teixeira(44) that additionally fits the radius
of gyration to the full range of log(I) versus log(Q) data. The Akaike information criterion (AIC),(45) which accounts for the 
unequal number of parameters in these two models, was used to quantify each model’s goodness-of-fit and consequently to 
identify the most appropriate model for each individual SLS scan. When the linear model fit better, indicated by a smaller AIC 
(i.e., a more negative number) no radius of gyration is reported (22 of 71 scans). For the remaining 59 scans, the 
Teixeira(44) model fit better, so both fractal dimension and radius of gyration are reported (59 of 71 scans). Details on data 
reduction, model fitting, and estimation of standard errors are provided in Roth et al.(40)
Figure 3. Static light scattering (SLS) data and models. Sample data are from experiment 7, middle position, during the no-flow 
phase after 274 pore volumes had been eluted, corresponding to the conceptual illustration in Figure   1c. The dashed line is the 
two-parameter model that determines the fractal dimension from the linear region of the log(I) – log(Q) plot. The solid line is the 
three-parameter model of Teixeira(44) that also determines the deposit radius of gyration, Rg. In this case, the three-parameter 
model has a smaller Akaike information criterion (AIC) and is therefore the model chosen for final consideration. Complete log(I) – 
log(Q) results and models, including fitted parameters, are provided in the Supporting Information (Figures S1–S92).
Results
The SLS curves obtained throughout the experiments agreed well with the theoretical functions developed to describe small-
angle scattering from fractal aggregates, as shown in Figure   3, in Figures S1–S92, and as indicated by the typical root mean 
squared error of 0.054 log (base 10) units or less. To our knowledge, these measurements are the first in situ studies of deposit
structure during a real-time clogging experiment. These data support the concept that colloid deposits can be characterized by
a fractal dimension. Conversely, when a stable suspension was added (experiment 9), there was no clogging and no detectable 
fractal aggregate formation.
A key finding of this research is that permeability, colloid deposition, and deposit morphology (i.e., fractal dimension and 
radius of gyration) evolved in an orderly manner as each experiment progressed. This is notable because clear and repeatable 
trends signal the action of underlying mechanisms and hence the potential for development of a predictive model. To define 
these trends, Figure   4 shows the time evolution of normalized permeability (k/ko), specific deposit (σ), fractal dimension (D), 
and radius of gyration (Rg) for typical experiments 5 and 7, where experiment 7 had lower porosity, lower ionic strength, and 
higher velocity than experiment 5.
Figure 4. Clogging, accumulation, and deposit morphology versus pore volumes eluted for data collected at the middle position of 
high salinity, low velocity experiment 5 (8.0 mM MgCl2, v = 588 m/d) and low salinity, high velocity experiment 7 (2.0 mM 
MgCl2, v = 1215 m/d). (a) Normalized permeability, k/ko. (b) Specific deposit, σ. (c) Colloid deposit fractal dimension, D. (d) Colloid 
deposit radius of gyration, Rg. The horizontal bars in (a) show the duration of the deposition, no-flow, and flushing phases of each 
experiment. For experiment 7, conceptual illustrations of deposit morphology are shown in Figure   1, and the raw data with fitted 
models at 274 pore volumes are shown in Figure   3. For all experiments, the Supporting Information provides tabulated results 
(Tables S2–S3) and raw data with fitted models (Figures S1–S92). The trends shown here were typical in most experiments 
(Table   2).
Injecting destabilized colloids caused a decrease in permeability (Figure   4a) and an increase in the specific deposit (Figure   4b). 
These trends were partially reversed when colloid-free fluid was introduced to the system during the flushing phase. However, 
the flushing phase did not restore all of the initial permeability nor remove all of the deposited colloids, indicating that 
deposition was at least partly irreversible. Deposit morphology manifests clear and repeatable trends, with both fractal 
dimension and radius of gyration starting relatively high at the early deposition phase, then getting smaller as deposition 
continues until a minimum is reached for the no flow measurements. Fractal dimension and radius of gyration then increase 
after flushing with a colloid-free solution. To facilitate discussion of these observations, we define a full trend as data that 
evolve as shown in Figure   4 through each flow regime (early deposition, late deposition, no flow, and flushing); we define an 
initial trend as data that follow Figure   4 only through early deposition, late deposition, and no flow. Examination of the results 
in Tables S2–S3 reveals that the majority of fractal dimension observations (54%) followed the full trend, while nearly all 
observations (80%) followed at least the initial trend (Table   2). The majority of observations (67%) of radius of gyration also 
followed the full trend shown in Figure   4d, with a larger proportion (78%) following at least the initial trend (Table   2).
Table 2. Trends in Fractal Dimension (D) and Radius of Gyration (Rg). Run 9 Was Omitted Because It Had Negligible Colloid 
Deposition
initial trenda full trendb
 Fractal Dimension (Figure   4c)
all experiments 80% 54%
omit experiments 
7–8
100% 75%
 Radius of Gyration (Figure   4d)
all experiments 78% 67%
omit experiments 
7–8
69% 43%
a Initial trends are defined as trends in the deposition and no flow phases.
b Full trends are defined as trends for all flow phases including the flushing phase.
We performed statistical analysis of the correlations between measured variables, finding that normalized 
permeability k/k0 had a positive correlation with fractal dimension. That is, clogging (i.e., smaller k/k0) was associated with low-
fractal dimension colloid deposits, consistent with expectations for initially clean porous media.(9) Figure   5 summarizes plots 
of normalized permeability, k/k0, versus fractal dimension, D, for data acquired at the middle vertical position of the column 
and spanning the full range of velocities (74–1468 m/d). Normalized permeability had a positive correlation with fractal 
dimension, with the R2 values for linear regression near unity. Normalized permeability had a negative correlation with specific 
deposit, with 5 of 7 linear regressions having R2 > 0.9. That is, clogging was associated with larger specific deposits as expected.
Weaker correlation between clogging and radius of gyration was also observed.
Figure 5. Normalized permeability, k/ko, versus deposit fractal dimension, D, for various velocities, recorded at the middle flow cell 
position between transducers 1 and 2 on Figure   2.
The trends illustrated by Figure   5 were repeated, slightly less clearly, for the other vertical positions shown in Figure   2. 
Considering the data from all three flow cell positions, there is evidence of a velocity above which the positive correlation 
between normalized permeability and fractal dimension breaks down. For slower velocities, below 690 m/d, 9 out of 10 
normalized permeability versus fractal dimension correlations had R2 > 0.9. In contrast, for almost all experiments with faster 
velocities, no strong correlations were observed between normalized permeability and fractal dimension, suggesting an upper 
limit to the usefulness of fractal dimension as a metric for deposit morphology.
The data acquired during the no flow phase allowed comparison of deposit morphology as a function of distance from the 
inlet position for the experiments shown on Table S5. With the flow stopped, it was possible to measure deposit morphology 
at a snapshot in time. Specific deposit was highest near the inlet and always decreased with proximity to the outlet. However, 
in contrast to the trends with time summarized on Table   2, there were no discernible trends with distance for clogging, fractal 
dimension, or radius of gyration.
The data acquired during the flushing phase provided information on the structures of the aggregates that remained in the 
column once a mobile portion has been eluted. As shown in Figure   6, there is a marked increase in the fractal dimension when 
the velocity exceeds 690 m/d indicating that faster flow caused greater restructuring.
Figure 6. Deposit fractal dimension, D, versus velocity, v, measured during the flushing phase of each experiment, during which the influent 
colloid concentration was zero and the velocity matched that of the deposition phase. Note the shift in behavior above 690 m/d, which also 
corresponds to successively decreasing ionic strength (Table   1).
Discussion
A key finding of this work is evidence of a positive correlation between normalized permeability and fractal dimension, at least 
below velocities of 690 m/d. Clogging was equally associated with a lower fractal dimension and a higher specific deposit, and 
to a lesser degree with a smaller radius of gyration. These findings provide empirical support for the conclusion by Wiesner,
(19) Mays,(9)and Ghezzehei(4) that fractal dimension could be a critical aspect of clogging by colloids in porous media.
Mechanism Linking Deposit Morphology and Clogging
The repeatable trends in permeability, specific deposit, and deposit morphology suggest the following conceptual model of 
colloidal processes during transport, deposition and flushing. Based on early measurements within the column near the inlet, 
the initial aggregates, formed by the addition of salt to the colloidal suspension immediately before entry into the flow cell, are
relatively large and compact, with high D and Rg. Upon entry into the column, these aggregates are filtered by the porous 
media, reducing permeability as they deposit within the pore space. Deposition leads to higher fluid shear forces, which 
restructures and breaks up the aggregates. The products of the shear forces are smaller fragments of the initial aggregates, 
which would be dendritic in form according to this conceptual model. These lower-fractal-dimension products either protrude 
outward from the original deposit into the pore space or are released into suspension, both of which would impede flow. 
During the flushing phase, the fragments are preferentially removed from the column, leaving behind large, more compact 
deposits that are nevertheless significantly altered relative to the initial aggregates. Since ionic strength is held constant for all 
flow phases, including flushing, it is assumed that the ejected low-D, low-Rg fragments were in suspension. Under this possible 
deposition scenario, reductions in permeability are appreciably a function of the radius of gyration and fractal dimension of 
the initial deposits, with a significant dependence on the amount of fluid shear to which the deposits have been subjected.
Figure   1 shows a graphic representation of the evolution of aggregate morphology consistent with the results from the 
midcolumn scan position for experiment 7. The aggregate models were generated using an aggregation simulation 
code(46) constrained by experimental measurements of D and Rg obtained at 4 time points during the experiment. The code 
cannot generate models of colloidal deposits (i.e., aggregates of particles on a two-dimensional surface) and thus the images 
of Figure   1 serve as a qualitative description of morphology evolution.
Hydrodynamics and Geochemistry
The results reported here show the simultaneous effects of velocity (i.e., hydrodynamics) and ionic strength (i.e., 
geochemistry) on colloid deposit morphology. The fractal dimension of colloid deposits varies with velocity (Figure   6) and, to a 
lesser degree, with ionic strength (Figure   7), with the important caveat that the ionic strength must be sufficiently higher than 
the CCC to ensure rapid aggregation. As velocity increases to values beyond 690 m/d (Figure   6), deposit fractal dimension 
increases as well, reflecting a transition to more ballistic deposits with larger fractal dimensions.(47) The results reported here 
echo the observations of Veerapaneni and Wiesner,(15) who measured colloid deposit fractal dimension using SLS ex situ after 
resuspending frozen deposits extracted destructively. In particular, they reported fractal dimension D versus specific 
discharge q from 0.001 to 1 cm/s, corresponding to Peclet numbers from 1 × 103 to 2 × 105 for their experimental conditions. 
They reported decreasing D at lower q, which they attributed to the formation of compact columnar structures, and 
increasing D at higher q, which they attributed to deposit compaction by shear. These results are qualitatively similar to those 
shown in Figure   6, which correspond to higher Peclet numbers of 4 × 105 to 4 × 106, assuming the geometric mean diameter of 
swollen Nafion is five times its diameter when dry. Both studies clearly show that colloid deposit morphology depends on fluid 
velocity. However, in contrast to Veerapaneni and Wiesner’s pioneering study, our results also include colloid deposit radius of 
gyration, which imposes an important additional constraint on the possible range of deposit morphology.
Figure 7. Deposit fractal dimension, D, versus ionic strength for the flushing phase of each experiment. Note, experiments with 
ionic strengths less than 50 mM all have a specific discharge of approximately 150 m/d, while those conducted at 50 mM have 
variable specific discharge (Table   1).
As ionic strength increases from 6 mM to 12 mM, deposit fractal dimension decreases, and then remains approximately 
constant with additional ionic strength (Figure   7). This initial decrease in fractal dimension is consistent with visual 
observations of colloid aggregation during determination of the CCC (Table S1), which showed a transition from kinetic to 
instantaneous aggregation with increasing ionic strength. Specifically, for ionic strengths between 1.1 and 15.0 mM, colloids 
aggregated within 24 h, but not immediately, indicating a transition from more rate-limited aggregation at lower ionic 
strengths with larger fractal dimensions to more diffusion-limited aggregation at higher ionic strengths with smaller fractal 
dimensions. Similar decreases in aggregate fractal dimension have been reported for zinc oxide nanoparticles with increasing 
ionic strength,(26) and for titanium dioxide nanoparticles with increasing pH.(25) For experiments 7 and 8 the ionic strength 
was above the CCC, but not high enough to induce immediate aggregation, which could explain why these experiments were 
the only instances that did not follow the initial trend of fractal dimension versus time (Table   2). These observations suggest 
that the dependence of deposit morphology on ionic strength can be thought of as a gradual transition rather than a binary 
switch. Much like the transition from laminar flow to turbulence, there appears to be a transition zone as ionic strength 
increases beyond the CCC in which deposit morphology varies.
Filtration Effects
Observations during the no flow phase (Figures   6-7), in which the entire flow column could be considered concurrently, 
suggest that aggregate passage through the porous media had little effect on the ultimate morphology of deposited 
aggregates. If physicochemical filtration affected deposit morphology, it would be expected that the fractal dimension or radius
of gyration would evolve as a function of depth into the porous media. Specific deposit always decreased with increasing 
depth into the column, as predicted by classical filtration theory.(42) However, in opposition to filtration research of the past,
(13, 14) permeability did not always increase with increasing depth into the column, even with the decreased specific deposit. 
Two instances of this can be seen in Table S5 for experiments 4 and 8, with due attention given to the relatively large standard 
error of the specific deposit. Comparing the middle to outlet position of experiment 4 and the inlet to middle position of 
experiment 8 during no flow, k/ko slightly decreases even in the presence of a slightly decreasing specific deposit. A stronger 
example can be seen for experiment 6 during the transition from early deposition flow to late deposition flow, when specific 
deposit increased from 28 ± 10 ppm to 244 ± 84 ppm while normalized permeability increased from 0.83 ± 0.01 to 0.89 ± 0.01 
(Table S3). These few examples add further support to the idea that deposit morphology is a controlling variable.
Limitations and Future Work
One limitation of the SLS method is that it cannot differentiate between material affixed to surfaces and transient aggregates 
carried in suspension. However, as most of the material is not removed by flushing, it appears that it is mostly surface-
associated. To further evaluate the proposed conceptual model for colloid deposition and clogging, it may be necessary to 
develop a nondestructive imaging technique, such as X-ray microtomography,(6, 7, 11) with sufficient resolution to fully 
determine the three-dimensional structure of colloid deposits within porous media (i.e., voxel resolution <50 nm). Until such 
measurements are feasible, however, our experiments have provided clear evidence that a nonrandom process is taking place 
and that deposit fractal dimension can be considered as a fundamental aspect of deposit morphology to be considered for 
further research. By discovering how colloid deposit morphology evolves and how these deposits affect other processes, it is 
hoped that the dynamics linking colloids, fluids, and porous media can be linked through a more fundamental, mechanistic 
model.
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